Customer Testimony

“After testing the UFO intensively, I have been particularly impressed by its reliability and its operability for high volume testing. This reliability, along with the synchronized working with the Humanetics Driving Robot gives us the opportunity to greatly improve efficiency across the Active Safety testing services we offer.”

Ben Townsend, Chief Engineer
Thatcham Research

“Having the UFO in extensive use since more than one year at CSI laboratories, we have figured out that the waterproof and the one-cover design in addition to the fast wheel change brings a strong benefit for us, as it makes the robot service very efficient. This saves us a lot of time and therefore provides us with evident increment of productivity. Very positive in our experience, was also the possibility to swap the batteries without switching the system off allows continuous testing over the day without any interruptions.”

Fausto Mozzarelli, Director Automotive Division/Performance Assessment & Verification
CSI SpA

“For us it was important to have a robust and efficient test tool to make the best possible use of our time at the test site. The UFO from Humanetics was the right choice and we are still convinced.”

UFO Test Engineers,
ADAC